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ABSTRACT 

The paper describes two limiting scenarios 
that lead to a sustainable energy system in Western 
Europe toward the end of the next century . ThP 
scenarios consider exclusively solar energy fu
tures--one based on central ized solar technologies 
(Hard scenario) and the other on decentralized 
user- oriented technologi es (Soft scenario). While 
both scenarios eliminate Western Europe ' s depen
dence on domestic and foreign fossil energy sources, 
the Hard Solar scenario requires substantial im
ports of solar produced hydrogen . Fundamental 
but different changes of the whole energy system, 
economic structure and lifestyles are necessary 
in order to achieve sustainable solar energy 
futures in the scenarios. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes two limiting scenarios of 
possible, though not necesssarily probable, tran
sition path to a sustainable energy future for 
Western Europe (Ref . 1). By the term sustainable 
energy future we mean that continued energy supply 
is assured from practically infinite energy sources , 
and not necessari l y that import independence is 
achieved , rather it implies a transition away from 
domestic and imported fossil energy sources. The 

~~•rios consider exclusively solar enerLy Iu-
tur~~ based on centralized solar technclogies 
(Hard scenario) and the other on decentralized , 
user- oriented technologies (Soft scenario) . They 
are based on dynamic balances of energy demand and 
supply usir_g detailed models to achieve consisten
cy . The overall implications of each scenario are 
that fundamental changes of the whole energy system, 
economic struc ture and lifestyles are necessary in 
order to achieve sustainable solar energy futures . 

ENERGY DEMAND AND SUPPLY 

Here, Western Europe refers to continental 
Europe and Asia Minor excluding the COME CON coun
tries; it r e present s a deve l oped world region with 
little endogenous f ossil r esources, and l ow popu-

lation growth . Thus , an achievement of a sustain
able energy system means a transition t o alternative 
energy sources such as nuclear , solar and r enewable 
energy. However, the IIASA Global Study (Ref . 2) 
showed that sustainable energy sys tems could not be 
achieved by 2030 . In order to allow enough time 
to complete the transition away from fossil to solar 
energy sources , the time horizon of the study is 
longer than 100 years, reaching to the year 2100 . 

The future energy outlook for Western Europe 
depends on a multitude of interdependent factors-
most important among these are the economic develop
ment and population growth . Therefore , the future 
evolution of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and popu
lation are the two basic assumptions in t he sce
narios . The population evolution is based on pro
jections developed by Keyfitz (Ref . 3) and is shown 
in Figure la, which indicates that Western Europe 
would reach a stab l e population of 570 million 
people by the end of the next century . 

The projection of the GDP evolution in the sce
narios is based on the GDP growth in the Low sce
nario of the IIASA Global Study. Figure lb shows 
the GDP evolution in Western Europe , implying an 
average 1.6 percent per year growth rate, which may 
appear to be a low figure . However, this growth 
rate should be viewed as a sustainable long-term 
trend, and should be compared with a much lower 
population growth rate of 0 . 3 percent per year . nn 
the average it leads to more than a five-fo~~ ;! -
crease in GDP per capita levels by the end of r ':• 
next century. 

'\ased on these population and economic growth 
projections , the scenar ios provide two extreme 
alternati~P~ for achieving a sustainable energy 
future, Togetne r , these scenarios identify a region 
of feas ibility within which more likely and less ex
treme sustain~ble energy futures for Western Europe 
could be found. Any future that is between these 
extreme possibilities could be viewed as achievable . 
Thus , although the assessment of t he future is im
possible , the scenarios delimit the possibilities 
against the background of our assumptions . 

Two sets of assumptions were used to result in 
two different energy demand projections, a higher 
one for the Hard Solar scenario and a lower one for 
the Soft scena rio, both of them ba sed on the same 
population and GDP project ions des c ribed above . 
The l ar ge differences between the two are due to 
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